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Abstract
High quality of complex software at rising cost
pressure and dramatically shorter innovation cycles can
only be obtained with systematic and efficient
development processes. Since software development
projects are unique regarding their combination of
specific goals and characteristics, providing ‘ideal’ and
universal development processes is no solution for real
life. Instead, effective and efficient software development
processes custom-tailored to a project and based on
experience from past projects are required. This is
contrary to industrial practice, where reuse-oriented
process descriptions and, consequently, the possibility for
goal-oriented planning are normally missing.
This article presents a tool-based technique for
efficient transformation-based customization of formal
process models to project constraints. The technique was
evaluated in the context of two case studies, where a
considerable increase in efficiency could be observed:
Even the more unfavorable case resulted in an effort
reduction at a factor of 65 as compared to a manual
procedure.

•

The core customization activity addressed in this paper
is the creation of the custom-tailored process model that
describes the appropriate processes for a specific project
context. Inputs for this customization activity are process
alternatives, customization rules, and a project
characterization. The output is a custom-tailored process
model with the appropriate content. It should be
mentioned that feedback from the application of process
models should be used to improve the models, the
customization criteria, and the customization procedure.
Typical problems encountered with the customization
of software development processes are:
•

1. Introduction
Customization of software process models to project
constraints requires an understanding of process variations
and knowledge about when to use which variation.
Typically, the following logical steps are needed before
the customization activity is performed:
•
•

Possible process alternatives need to be elicited
and explicitly described.
Process alternatives need to be characterized and
constraints/rules on their use need to be
formulated. This requires a deeper understanding
about the appropriateness of the process
alternatives for different contexts and their effects
in these contexts. One rule could be, for instance,

that a threatening analysis process needs to be
performed if the project is critical.
Before the start of the project, a characterization
of the project context and its goal is necessary,
describing the information needed to select
process alternatives.

•

Insufficient reusability of process descriptions:
The reuse of process descriptions created for past
projects is limited. The reason is that existing
process notations lack constructs for describing
generic process information (such as optional
product flows). Perry [12] considers inappropriate
organization and encapsulation of process
fragments as an essential factor restricting reuse of
process knowledge. Besides, insufficient or
missing knowledge about the scope of validity of
software processes and techniques hinders their
reuse. This addresses questions such as: What are
appropriate situations to use a particular process?
To what degree has a development process for
similar contexts already been evaluated?
High customization efforts: The adaptation of
process descriptions to project goals and project
contexts is a complex task. Local modification of a
process description often requires a lot of

•

corollary global changes that are necessary to
guarantee the consistence of the customized
process description. Identification and execution
of such changes require a lot of effort. El Eman et
al. [7] accentuate that particularly changing
development techniques can result in substantial
modifications of process descriptions. The
customization of a maintenance process [14], for
instance, showed that the deletion of 4 products
implied follow-up changes of the product
hierarchy, the product flow, and the processes that
consume, produce, or modify these products.
Eventually, 68 changes in 26 models (product and
process models) had to be executed in order to
consistently remove the 4 products. Those
comprehensive changes are difficult to perform
consistently if informal process descriptions are
used. The technique presented in this article
largely allows for performing these changes in a
widely automated manner.
Insufficient customization tool support: Existing
process modeling tools typically provide editing
and analysis capabilities. Few tools provide
documentation and/or enactment capabilities.
There exist nearly no tools that allow for
customization of individually developed process
models.

Different research approaches from the software
development domain can be adapted to support
customization of software process models:
•
•
•
•
•
•

characterization and selection approaches (e.g.,
[1],[13],[2]);
composition, generation, and transformation
approaches (e.g., [6]);
AI planning approaches (e.g., [3],[16]);
domain engineering approaches (e.g., [9]);
classical planning approaches such as work
breakdown structures (e.g., [15]);
process pattern approaches (e.g., [8]).

These approaches can be combined for customizing
software process models. The tool-supported technique
for customization that is the focus of this article is based
on the principles of transformation systems. The
underlying ideas stem from traditional incremental
program transformation systems that are used for compiler
construction.

2. Transformation-based Customization
A transformation system maps an object O (normally
source code) onto an object Q. For this purpose,

transformation rules are applied successively. Each
transformation rule is fed with the result of the application
of the previous rule, so that a sequence of transformations
results:
O → O1 → O2 → ... → On = Q
The principles of transformation systems are applied
for the purpose of process customization in the following
way: A transformation Tx transforms a process model into
a new process model. The result of a transformation Tx,
the process model PMx, is used as input for the subsequent
transformation Tx+1. Starting with a basic model PM0 that
needs to be customized (this could be, for instance, a
standard like the ESA ECSS-E-40), a final process model
PMn is obtained after a chain of transformations. The final
process model is custom-tailored for the project context
and can be instantiated in the project plan. As in
transformation systems for program descriptions,
transformations of process models typically also require
some interaction with the user (i.e., the project planner or
process engineer). This is usually the case if modifications
are necessary that cannot be fully automated or if
decisions about alternative process descriptions could not
be anticipated in advance. The underlying technique
presented here is much more detailed and contributes to
several challenges. For example, the technique provides a
conflict resolution strategy if different transformation
rules contradict each other.
The following examples illustrate the representation of
project characteristics and customization rules.
Additionally, a concrete project characterization and an
excerpt of the customization process are given. The
examples are extracted from a customizable version of a
German software development standard (V-Model) [5].
The context of projects for which a custom-tailored
process model should be created is described by using
project characteristics. These characteristics are attributes
whose values influence the variation of the process model.
It is a challenge to determine which project characteristics
have an influence on the process model and to find the
minimal set of relevant characteristics. Sometimes
technical dependencies or external constraints determine
specific process variations (e.g., if the project is highly
critical, a threatening analysis must be included in the
process). Often, the influence factors are unknown or only
insufficiently understood (e.g., which factors determine
the selection of an appropriate testing technique in a
specific context?). Here, empirical methods can help to
determine appropriate impact factors.
In the customization approach presented here,
characteristics consist of a type, an identifier, a name, an
explanation, and a default value. Characterizing a project
in order to create a custom-tailored project model means

assigning values to project characteristics. Examples for
project characteristics are the following:
type:
id:
name:

default:

Boolean
ext_spec_meet_sys_req
"External specifications meet
product pattern System Requirements"
"The external specifications have
to meet the System Requirements
both formally and with regards to their
contents."
false

type:
id:
name:
explanation:
default:

Integer
max_effort
"Maximal effort"
"Effort is measured in days."
2000

type:
definition:
id:
name:
explanation:

Enumeration
(system dp_segment swci)
object
"Object under contract"
"The object under contract may
be a system, a DP Segment or a SWCI"
system

explanation:

default:

The customization rules are described in a conditionaction format using constraints on the project context as
conditions and manipulations of the process model as
actions. The transformation of a basic model into a
custom-tailored model is done by the subsequent
application of rules. The condition of a rule is a Boolean
expression on the set of project characteristics. The action
consists of one manipulation or a sequence of
manipulations that modify the basic model (e.g., delete a
process, insert a product, append a process). The
implementation of the approach allows for consistent
execution of the manipulations. This is a complex task
because one change of the model can cause a lot of
follow-up changes (e.g., the deletion of a process can lead
to adaptations of the product and control flows or to
changes in the process aggregation hierarchy).
Additionally, manipulations can influence the execution of
other rules (e.g., the deletion of a product prevents the
inclusion of a process that consumes this product).
Examples for rules are given in the following:
id:
name:
condition:
condition:

rule4
"Rule 4: Maintenance project and the
SWCI integration plan is available"
sw_maintenance == true
swci_int_plan_available == true

manipulation:

manipulation:
manipulation:
explanation:

id:
name:
condition:
manipulation:

manipulation:
explanation:

id:
name:
condition:
manipulation:

manipulation:

manipulation:

manipulation:

explanation:

"deleteProcess
V-Model.
gen_preliminary_design.
preliminary_design_rest.
specify_swci_integration"
"deleteProcess
V-Model.
assess_formally_swci-integration_plan"
"requestEdit V-Model Please change
the instantiation of the
swci_integration_plan to accepted."
"The generation of the SWCI
integration plan and its assessment are
skipped."
rule5
"Rule 5: Actual state has no impact"
actual_state_has_impact == false
"deleteProduct
V-Model.
system_requirements.
sys_actual_record"
"disableRule rule1b"
"The generation of the actual record
for the system requirements is deleted."
rule6
"Rule 6: External specifications meet
product system requirements"
ext_spec_meet_sys_req == true
"insertProcess
V-Model.
sys_analyze_req_and_design.
extract_sys_req.
Extract_System_Requirements"
"insertConnect
V-Model.
sys_analyze_req_and_design.
extract_sys_req.
ext_specifications
V-Model.ext_specifications"
"insertConnect
V-Model.
sys_analyze_req_and_design.
extract_sys_req.
system_requirements
V-Model.
system_requirements"
"deleteProcess
V-Model.
sys_analyze_req_and_design.
sys_analyze_req"
"System requirements are directly

extracted from the external
specifications."
If two or more conditions are mentioned (as, for
instance, in rule 4), it means that they are combined by
“AND” statements. The manipulation part of rule 4
implies the deletion of two processes and a request for
manual manipulation. The latter is necessary in case a
customization step cannot be fully automated. Here, the
supporting tool provides the process engineer with an
appropriate excerpt of the model and asks for manual
modification. Rule 5 gives an example of a conflict
resolution: After applying rule 5, rule 1b is disabled and
cannot be applied anymore during the customization
process. Rule 6 is an example of a fully automated
customization rule.
The execution of the customization activity is the
application of all enabled customization rules. These are
all rules whose conditions evaluate to “TRUE” for the
given project characterization. The supporting tool offers
different strategies to determine a sequence for the rule
application. Also, manual selection of the rules to be fired
is possible. In the following, an excerpt of a project
characterization and the application of a rule is shown:

1.

Executing:
insertProcess
V-Model.
sys_analyze_req_and_design
extract_sys_req
Extract_System_Requirements

2.

V-Model.sys_analyze_req_and_design
[object_relations]:
appended process extract_sys_req

3.

V-Model.sys_analyze_req_and_design
[objects]:
inserted process extract_sys_req:
Extract_System_Requirements

4.

Executing: insertConnect
V-Model.sys_analyze_req_
and_design.extract_
sys_req ext_specifications
V-Model.ext_specifications

5.

V-Model.sys_analyze_req_and_design
[relations]: inserted connect
extract_sys_req(...
ext_specifications=>ext_specifications ...)

6.

V-Model.sys_analyze_req_and_design
[interface_relation]: inserting Connect
extract_sys_req(...,
ext_specifications=>ext_specifications...)

7.

Executing: insertConnect VModel.sys_analyze_req_and_design.extract_s
ys_req system_requirements VModel.system_requirements

Characterization of project (excerpt):
SW maintenance is false.
SWCI Integration Plan available is false.
DP Integration Plan available is false.
System Integration Plan available is false.
External specifications meet product pattern System
Requirements is true.
Maximal effort is 2000.
Object under contract is system.
Diagnosis interface is available is false.
External specifications meet product pattern DP
Requirements is false.
External specifications meet product pattern SW
Requirements is false.
HWCI/SWCI structure already specified or defined by
means of preliminary analysis is false.
System Architecture is specified or already defined by
means of preliminary investigations is true.
DP Architecture is specified or already defined by means
of preliminary investigations is false.
Customization activity:
Rule execution:
Rule 6: External specifications meet product system
requirements
System requirements are directly extracted from the
external specifications.

…
This rule caused 14 changes in the basic model.

3. Customization Tool
The tool that supports the technique uses process
models that are described in the formal process modeling
language MVP-L [4]. MVP-L is extended a) with a
notation for the description of rules that are collected in a
rule base, and b) a notation for characterizing project
contexts. The tool-based adaptation consists of 4 steps:
•
•

configuration of the basic model, the context
classification, and the rule base;
characterization of the actual project context;

Figure 1. Transformation Panel.

The latter can support, for instance, the demonstration
of the conformity of the customized model with a
standard. Figure 1 shows the transformation panel of the
tool. On the left side are the rules that can be executed, on
the right side are the documented modifications.

In addition to this validation, a rule-based
customization approach is currently being evaluated in the
context of a project for the development of wireless
Internet services [10]. First experiences show that coming
up with alternative processes can be done by descriptive
modeling. Finding rules on when to select which process
alternative seems to be much more difficult. This requires
careful analysis of the commonalities of the variants and
their contexts [10][11].

5. Validation

6. Conclusions and Future Research Topics

The validation of the approach was done in the context
of two case studies. Tool-based customization was
compared to a manual approach with respect to effort and
number of inconsistencies in the resulting model. The
validation showed, for the tool-based approach, a
significant effort reduction with the same or less
inconsistencies in the result (i.e., the custom-tailored
model).

Process models as described, for example, in standards
or handbooks are usually of a generic type in the sense
that they are only specified on an abstract level. What is
usually missing are statements about the domain or
context in which the models are valid as well as
(empirically derived) guidelines on how to adapt the
models to project-specific goals and characteristics. From
the viewpoint of a process engineer, a process support

•
•

transformation of the basic model into the customtailored model;
documentation of the adaptations.

environment should provide mechanisms to cope with
process variants, i.e., the customization of process models
should be supported. Important research issues concern an
understanding of relevant variation parameters, an
appropriate representation of generic process knowledge,
the development of customization mechanisms, and the
packaging of process models for reuse in further projects.
It should be investigated whether internal or external
mechanisms are more useful for customization. “Internal”
means that the process model itself contains genericity
(e.g., optional product flow parameters); “external” means
that the process model is an input to an application (e.g.,
transformator) which allows customization according to
project characteristics and goals. A related question is
which software reuse approach (e. g., templates,
generation, composition, transformation) can be applied to
software process models. The prototypical customization
tool presented in this paper uses a transformational
approach. First experiences with this tool show enormous
time savings in constructing the context-specific model.
Beyond this, the transformational approach seems to be a
good solution for managing the numerous interrelations
between process fragments (e. g., control flow, product
flow, refinement hierarchies). Challenges for future
process customization research are, for instance,
•
•
•

dynamic replanning and customization during
project execution,
integrated customization of different plans (e.g.,
process and measurement plans),
the use of quality models during customization.
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